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field, this volume offers a
comprehensive introduction to
vocabulary for language
teachers who would like to know
more about the way vocabulary
works. Two leading specialists
make research and theory
accessible, providing the
background knowledge necessary
Vocabulary Studies in First and for practitioners to make
Second Language Acquisition
informed choices about
Routledge
vocabulary teaching and
Internationally recognised as
testing. This second edition
one of the leading texts in its retains the popular format of

the first edition, and has been
rewritten to take account of
the many developments in the
past 20 years. There is a
greater focus on the vocabulary
learning process, with new
chapters on incidental
learning, and intentional
learning, and a new wideranging discussion of formulaic
language. The book now also
includes extensive treatment of
word lists and vocabulary
tests, with explanations of
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their various strengths and
limitations. Updated further
reading sections, and new
Exercises for Expansion make
this volume more invaluable
than ever.

Vocabulary in a Second Language
Cambridge University Press
The Newbery Medal and Coretta Scott
King Award-winning classic about a boy
who decides to hit the road to find his
father—from Christopher Paul Curtis,
author of The Watsons Go To
Birmingham—1963, a Newbery and
Coretta Scott King Honoree. It’s 1936, in
Flint Michigan. Times may be hard, and
ten-year-old Bud may be a motherless boy
on the run, but Bud’s got a few things
going for him: 1. He has his own suitcase
full of special things. 2. He’s the author of
Bud Caldwell’s Rules and Things for
Having a Funner Life and Making a Better
Liar Out of Yourself. 3. His momma never
told him who his father was, but she left a
clue: flyers advertising Herman E.
Calloway and his famous band, the Dusky
Devastators of the Depression!!!!!! Bud’s
got an idea that those flyers will lead him to

his father. Once he decides to hit the road to have come from notable research
environments in Canada, Ireland, New
find this mystery man, nothing can stop
him—not hunger, not fear, not vampires, Zealand, Poland and Wales. The first
not even Herman E. Calloway himself. AN section is devoted to studies of writing in a
second or a foreign language (L2). The
ALA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG
second section deals with vocabulary
ADULTS AN ALA NOTABLE
acquisition illustrating the wide scope of
CHILDREN'S BOOK AN IRA
the issues open to investigation.
CHILDREN'S BOOK AWARD
Research in Applied Linguistics John Benjamins
WINNER NAMED TO 14 STATE
Publishing Company
AWARD LISTS “The book is a gem, of Doing Research in Applied Linguistics: Realities,
value to all ages, not just the young people dilemmas, and solutions provides insight and
guidance for those undertaking research, and shows
to whom it is aimed.” —The Christian
the reader how to deal with the challenges of this
Science Monitor “Will keep readers
research involving real people in real settings.
engrossed from first page to last.”
Featuring over twenty chapters by experienced and
—Publishers Weekly, Starred “Curtis
up-and-coming researchers from around the world,
writes with a razor-sharp intelligence that this book: outlines the steps involved in solving the
grabs the reader by the heart and never lets problem and completing a successful, and
go. . . . This highly recommended title [is] publishable, project; provides case studies of
obstacles faced at each stage of research, from
at the top of the list of books to be read
preliminary planning to report writing; addresses
again and again.” —Voice of Youth
issues of validity and reliability during data collection
Advocates, Starred From the Hardcover
and analysis; discusses ethical issues in research
dealing with vulnerable groups including children,
edition.
How Vocabulary is Learned Cambridge
University Press
This volume features eight articles on
writing and vocabulary acquisitiontwo
crucial areas of study in foreign language
learning and teaching. Five contributions

refugees, and students; includes examples from
longitudinal studies, and both qualitative and
quantitative research. Doing Research in Applied
Linguistics is essential reading for students studying
research methods, or for those embarking on their
first research project in applied linguistics or
language education.
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should. This is understandable because
Vocabulary Knowledge John Benjamins vocabulary.
most scholars do not have the time or
Second Language Learning Before
Publishing
expertise to properly evaluate the
Adulthood Springer
The Routledge Handbook of
usefulness of all instruments, measures,
Vocabulary Studies provides a cutting- This book focuses on vocabulary
and methods they need. It is therefore
edge survey of current scholarship in acquisition in the areas of English
language learning either in a foreign or a critical to have problem solvers in the
this area. Divided into four sections,
field who gain the necessary expertise
second language environment. Starting
which cover understanding
from the social phenomenon that a large and take the time to scrutinize existing
vocabulary; approaches to teaching
methods, identify problems, and offer new
number of Mainland Chinese students
and learning vocabulary; measuring
obtain their further education in Western solutions. This volume represents the
knowledge of vocabulary; and key
work of scholars who have done this; it is
universities, the author carries out a
issues in teaching, researching, and
longitudinal study by using instruments of a collection of the latest advances,
measuring vocabulary, this Handbook: vocabulary levels tests, questionnaires
developments, and innovations regarding
the modeling and measurement of
• brings together a wide range of
and interviews. On the basis of an inlearners’ vocabulary growth curves,
depth investigation of vocabulary
approaches to learning words to
current levels of vocabulary knowledge
strategy usage by Chinese learners in
provide clarity on how best
widely differing environments, the author and lexical proficiency, and the patterns
vocabulary might be taught and
of lexical diversity found in their language
learned; • provides a comprehensive develops a model of vocabulary
production. Several of the contributors
acquisition. This is the first model to
discussion of the key issues and
combine both linguistic and non-linguistic also address the complex but important
challenges in vocabulary studies, with
strategies, motivation, and the stages of relationship between automated indices
research taken from the past 40
and human judgments of learners’ lexical
vocabulary learning into one
years; • includes chapters on both
patterns and abilities.
comprehensive representation of
formulaic language as well as single- vocabulary acquisition. The book not only Doing Research in Applied
word items; • features original
offers a solid data base but also suggests Linguistics John Benjamins
contributions from a range of
effective strategies to enhance English
Publishing
internationally renowned scholars as language teaching and learning.
This book highlights the importance
Modelling and Assessing Vocabulary
well as academics at the forefront of
of English academic vocabulary for
Knowledge Routledge
innovative research. The Routledge
Handbook of Vocabulary Studies is an Language researchers and practitioners success at university and explores
often adopt tools and techniques without written tasks as effective
essential text for those interested in
testing whether they really work as they pedagogical tools to promote the
teaching, learning, and researching
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acquisition of academic words. The broad-based, state-of-the-art overview Teaching Extensive Reading in Another
Language Walter de Gruyter GmbH &
book reviews germane and recent of current knowledge and research
into second language teaching and
Co KG
SLA, psycholinguistic, corpus
Practical Language Testing equips you
linguistics, and L2 writing research learning. Fifty-seven chapters are
organized in eight thematic sections:
with the skills, knowledge and
to underscore the challenges
*social contexts of second language
principles necessary to understand
associated with the learning of
learning; *research methodologies in and construct language tests. This
academic words. Then, it reports on
second-language learning, acquisition, intensely practical book gives
three empirical studies conducted in and teaching; *contributions of applied guidelines on the design of
the Polish context. The first study linguistics to the teaching and learning assessments within the classroom,
develops a reliable tool to assess
of second language skills; *second
and provides the necessary tools to
the knowledge of academic
language processes and development; analyse and improve assessments, as
vocabulary of undergraduate
*teaching methods and curricula;
well as deal with alignment to
learners. The second and third
*issues in second or foreign language externally imposed standards. Testing
is situated both within the classroom
studies investigate the learning of testing and assessment; *identity,
and within the larger social context,
academic words after the writing of culture, and critical pedagogy in
second language teaching and learning; and readers are provided the
sentences and argumentative
and *important considerations in
knowledge necessary to make
essays, and discuss the role of
language planning and policies. The
realistic and fair decisions about the
cognition as a mediator of such
Handbook of Research in Second
use and implementation of tests. The
learning. The book also provides an
Language Teaching and Learning is
book explains the normative role of
accessible introduction to linear
intended for researchers,
large scale testing and provides
mixed-effect models, a powerful,
practitioners, graduate students, and
alternatives that the reader can adapt
reliable, and flexible statistical
faculty in teacher education and
to their own context. This fulfils the
technique that has been gaining
applied linguistics programs; teachers; dual purpose of providing the reader
popularity among SLA and
teacher trainers; teacher trainees;
with the knowledge they need to
psycholinguistics researchers.
curriculum and material developers;
prepare learners for tests, and the
The Routledge Handbook of
Vocabulary Studies Springer Nature
This landmark volume provides a

and all other professionals in the field practical skills for using assessment
of second language teaching and
for learning. Practical Language
learning.
Testing is the ideal introduction for
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students of applied linguistics, TESOL researchers and curriculum
was ‘Future-proof CALL: language
and modern foreign language teaching designers to describe the factors
learning as exploration and
as well as practicing teachers required they need to consider when they
encounters’, which reflects an attempt
to design or implement language
create frequency-based word lists. to envision language teaching and
testing programmes. The book is
learning futures in a changing world.
These include the purpose for
supported by frequently updated
What brought researchers together
which the word list is to be used,
online resources at
this year are shared concerns in
the design of the corpus from which
http://languagetesting.info/ including
relation to the sustainability of
the
list
will
be
made,
the
unit
of
sets of scenarios providing resources
language learning and teaching in
counting,
and
what
should
and
to study aviation English assessment,
technology-rich contexts that are
should
not
be
counted
as
words.
call centre assessment, military
marked by ever-increasing complexity.
The
book
draws
on
research
to
language assessment, and medical
The collection of short papers in this
show
the
current
state
of
language assessment. The materials
volume is a very thorough view into
can be used to structure debates and knowledge of these factors and
the conference proper exhibiting the
seminars, with pre-reading and video provides very practical guidelines
complexity and novelty of the field of
activities. Practical Language Testing for making word lists for language CALL. There are exciting new
was commended as a 2012 runner-up teaching and testing. The writer is openings and a more profound
of the prestigious SAGE/ILTA Award well known for his work in the
exploration of theoretical
for Best Book on Language Testing.
teaching and learning of vocabulary underpinnings of the contemporary
issues in teaching and learning, crossAssessing Vocabulary Taylor &
and in the creation of word lists and
cultural communication, mobile
Francis
vocabulary size tests based on word
learning and the like.
Word lists lie at the heart of good

vocabulary course design, the
development of graded materials
for extensive listening and
extensive reading, research on
vocabulary load, and vocabulary
test development. This book has
been written for vocabulary

lists.

Teaching and Learning Vocabulary
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
The 26th EUROCALL conference was
organised by the University of
Jyv skyl (JYU) Language Campus
and specifically the Language Centre.
The theme of this year’s conference

The Manifold Nature of Bilingual
Education John Benjamins Publishing
Company
Spanish Vocabulary Learning in MeaningOriented Instruction is the first
comprehensive overview of current
research and instructional practices into
Spanish vocabulary acquisition through
the lens of Meaning-Oriented Instruction
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(MOI). Key features: • a breadth of
EUROCALL 2018 Routledge
influence of diverse movements
topics including language variation, input, Written by leading Englishsuch as World Englishes, global
tasks and processing specificity,
language educators in Japan, this
issues, gender, and positive
incidental learning, idiomatic language,
Handbook provides an in-depth
psychology. Its three appendices
lexicographic perspectives,
contain information on
lexicosemantic representation, vocabulary guide for the new generation of
teachers at Japanese universities. organizations, books, journals, and
testing, and receptive and productive
vocabulary; • a combination of theory
In clear, accessible prose, it offers websites particularly useful for
and practical guidance highlighting
practical and detailed advice on
Japanese university educators;
pedagogical best practices in the teaching
effective classroom pedagogy,
explanation of types and rankings of
of vocabulary; • guidance on the
student motivation, learning styles, schools; ways to learn more about
difficulties teachers face when teaching
classroom culture, national
individual institutions for jobvocabulary in the classroom; • clear
hunting; and detailed information on
explanations with plenty of examples and language policy, career
useful references; • tasks and activities opportunities, departmental politics, the structure (and Japanese titles)
that help teachers move from a traditional administrative mindset, and
of faculty and non-teaching staff at
curricular approach to a more innovative
institutional identity. Its four
the typical university. This
and engaging one focused on
sections—The setting, The courses, Handbook is an invaluable resource
communicating, completing tasks, and
The classroom, and The
for anyone teaching, or aspiring to
learning content. Written by an
workplace—examine issues faced by teach, at a Japanese university.
international cohort of scholars in a
Conducting Second-Language Reading
succinct and accessible manner, Spanish university language teachers as
Research Springer
Vocabulary Learning in Meaning-Oriented well as challenges confronted by
Accessible to experts and non-experts
Instruction is an essential resource for
the increasing number of scholars
alike, this text is a comprehensive entry
teachers of Spanish at all levels. It is also
teaching English as a Medium of
to teaching and learning vocabulary in
an excellent reference book for
Instruction
(EMI)
and
Content
and
ESL and EFL contexts. Firmly grounded
researchers and both undergraduate and
Language Integrated Learning
in research, it presents frameworks and
graduate students interested in Spanish
vocabulary acquisition.
(CLIL) courses. Firmly grounded in methods for teaching vocabulary to
Future-proof CALL: language
contemporary teaching method and English L2 speakers. Overviewing key
topics as well as providing in-depth
learning as exploration and
theory, the Handbook’s 23
research analyses and critiques, Zwier
encounters – short papers from
chapters also acknowledge the
and Boers address all major areas of
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vocabulary pedagogy and instruction.
that usage-based theories provide a
Organized in four parts, chapters cover
much needed unified framework for
the nature of vocabulary and strands of
the study of first, second and
vocabulary research; curricular
approaches; and techniques and activities. foreign language acquisition, in
monolingual and bilingual contexts.
Readers are introduced to key topics,
including teaching multiword expressions, The contributions target the
assessment, discourse, and instruction at acquisition of a wide range of
different levels. Each chapter includes
linguistic phenomena and critically
questions, prompts, and activities to
assess the applicability and
foster discussion. A foundational textbook
for courses on L2 instruction and teacher- explanatory power of the usagetraining courses, it is an essential text for based paradigm. The book also
systematically examines a range of
students and scholars in TESOL and
Applied Linguistics, and provides the
cognitive and linguistic factors
pedagogical grounding future English L2 involved in the process of language
teachers need to effectively teach
development and relates relevant
vocabulary.

International scholars and researchers
present cutting edge contributions on the
significance of vocabulary in current
thinking on first and second language
acquisition in the school and at home. By
pursuing common themes across first and
second language and bilingual contexts,
the editors offer a collection that tackles
the most important issues.
English L2 Vocabulary Learning and
Teaching Cambridge University Press
Estimating native-speaker vocabulary
size is important for guiding interventions
to support native-speaker vocabulary
growth and for setting goals for learners
of English as a foreign language.
Unfortunately, the measurement of nativespeaker vocabulary size has been one of
findings to language teaching.
the most methodologically contentious
Learning Vocabulary in Another
Finally, this volume contributes to areas of research in applied linguistics,
Language Routledge
the assessment and refinement of with estimates of adults’ vocabulary size
Although usage-based approaches
ranging from 12,000 words to well over
empirical methods currently
have been successfully applied to
200,000 words. This book reviews over
employed in usage-based
the study of both first and second
one hundred years of research, critically
acquisition research. This book is of
language acquisition, to monolingual
examining the methodological issues and
interest to scholars of language
findings at each age level from young
and bilingual development, and to
acquisition, language pedagogy,
children to adults, and suggesting
naturalistic and instructed settings,
developmental psychology, as well solutions. It presents a model organising
it is not common to consider these
the factors involved in vocabulary growth
as Cognitive Linguistics and
different kinds of acquisition in
and is rich in well-researched
Construction Grammar.
tandem. The present volume takes
suggestions for supporting nativeThe Continuum Companion to Second
an integrative approach and shows Language Acquisition Routledge
speaker vocabulary learning. It concludes
with topics for further research. The
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research shows that we now have a more
stable and coherent picture of what and
how much vocabulary native-speakers
know, and how this knowledge grows
throughout their lives.

to study execution and data
analysis. With useful pedagogical
features and a unique database of
L2 reading studies from around the
world over three decades, this will
Handbook of Research in Second
be an invaluable resource to
Language Teaching and Learning
students and researchers of secondCambridge University Press
This is the first hands-on methods language acquisition, applied
linguistics, education, and related
guide for second-language (L2)
areas.
reading research. The authors
Discipline-Specific Writing Walter de
expertly and critically situate L2
Gruyter GmbH & Co KG
reading and literacy as a
An updated, expanded edition of the
multivariate, interactive process
authoritative book on the teaching and
and define terms, concepts, and
learning of vocabulary in another
language.
research tools in connection with
theory and a rich body of past
empirical work, with lessons to
learn and pitfalls to avoid. They
concretely detail how to design
empirical studies, collect data, and
analyze findings in this important
area. Authored by world experts on
first-language (L1) and L2 reading,
this book provides a
comprehensive, critical, theorydriven review of methods in L2
reading research, offering a stepby-step guide from research design
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